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MATRIX
MODEL ZBA7140

Discover our MATRIX Z-Wave Batttery Pushbutton
that can be placed everywhere and control
everything.
With its low power consumption, timeless design and wireless Z-Wave communication,
MATRIX ZBA7140 is the Logic choice for your new smart home remote.
Each square is a tactile switch that can hold up to four functions, or 16 in total. Use them
to control other Z-Wave devices, for instance our DIMMY or a wired MATRIX. Control your
lightning precisely as you want it, control scenes, Z-Wave connected power plugs or actuators
such as blind shutters, garage doors or heating systems.
MATRIX ZBA can be mounted exactly where you need it with double sided tape on the back
of the cover frame.
It is designed to fit into all FUGA® compatible wall boxes and cover frame systems.
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FEATURES
Based on Z-WAVE PLUS 700 SERIES giving longer radio range (+100m) and less battery
drain compared to the 500 series.
Long battery life up to 5 years. The battery is a replaceable, regular coin cell battery.
Battery indicator can be viewed in a Z-Wave controller or in pushbutton backlight. The
LEDs will start lighting yellow and later red if the battery is running low.
Includes SINGLE-CHANNEL COMMAND CLASS for a better visualisation in a Z-Wave
Controller, and better control and reporting with other Z-Wave devices.
Includes CENTRAL SCENE COMMAND CLASS for easy scene control in a Z-Wave
Controller.
Possibility of SMARTSTART INCLUSION, where the QR code on the device is simply
scanned for inclusion in the Z-Wave network.
Possibility of OTA FIRMWAREOPDATERING, meaning that the device firmware can be
updated wirelessly over the Z-Wave network.

CONSTRUCTION

(1)

A COVER FRAME of your choice,
compatible with Danish wall switches buy separately

(2) THE BATTERY is a replaceable CR2032
coin cell battery
(3) THE BASE with all the magic inside
(4) THE PUSHBUTTON is made from
translucent white plastic that matches
existing modules and cover frames on the
market

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS:

H 44 mm x W 46 mm x D 8 mm

BATTERY TYPE:

CR2032

BATTERY LIFE:
RADIO PROTOCOL:

Up to 5 years
Z-Wave: 868.4MHz – 700 Series

RADIO RANGE:

100 m indoor / 200 m outdoor

PROTECTION RATING:

IP20

INCLUSION:

SmartStart or Classic Inclusion
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